TIME OVER DISTANCE OVER TIME
“Moving.....compelling”..... “wild, relentless energy”... “filled with hope, pain, longing and
memory”..... “beautifully rendered”..... “flawlessly executed”
.......some of the ways our performances of Time Over
Distance Over Time at the Dublin Dance Festival 2016
were described by audiences and reviewers. The dance
explored personal experiences of migration asking the
question; when we feel the distances between us somehow
increasing, in a world that's meant to be getting smaller, how
do we “bridge the gap”? Digital technology is the lifeline; but
ultimately a poor substitute for the full presence of a person,
standing beside you and understanding you.
Working remotely with a cast living between Australia and
Ireland, this piece highlighted the sense of fragmentation that
occurs over distances in relationships when the full physicality
of a loved one is reduced to a voice down the phone or a two
dimensional image on a screen.
Following on from the Dublin Dance Festival performances
Time Over Distance Over Time has since performed at
Brisbane Powerhouse and FORM Dance Projects' Dance
Bites Festival in Sydney supported by Culture Ireland as
part of their I Am Ireland Centenary Programme 2016.
The Sydney Morning Herald described the piece as “a moving exploration of separation” and
“an enjoyable work designed to make us think and recall our own experiences as well as
those of others. The movement is organic, softly moulded to the communication of bodies and
minds..... the strongest impression is the impact of the ensemble: Liz Roche, her sister Jenny
Roche, Simone Litchfield, Kevin Coquelard, Grant McLay and Henry Montes. They move and
breathe almost as one.” Jill Sykes
“I admire machinery as much as any man, and am as thankful to it as any man can be for what it does
for us. But, it will never be a substitute for the face of a man, with his soul in it, encouraging another
man to be brave and true. Never try it for that. It will break down like a straw.” Charles Dickens

A co-production between Liz Roche Company and Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane with presenting
partners Dublin Dance Festival and Live Collision Festival. Photos: Luca Truffarelli.

THE CREATIVE TEAM AND PERFORMERS
Time Over Distance Over Time is a multi-disciplinary
work where a specially designed interactive digital
programme by Brisbane based Jared Donovan, found text
and choreography by Liz Roche meet and interact with
the film work of Luca Truffarelli, a beautiful light design
by Aideen Malone and an ingenious set piece by Paul
O'Mahony. The performers are the central point to this
work which is built on their shared dance histories, their
vast personal and shared experience, their subtlety in
performance and ease together as a group – all woven
into the dance.
Choreography and concept LIZ ROCHE
Film LUCA TRUFFARELLI (Italy & Ireland)
Lighting Design AIDEEN MALONE (UK & Ireland)
Interactive Visual Design JARED DONOVAN (Australia)
Music Composition RAY HARMAN (Ireland)
Set Elements PAUL O”MAHONY (Ireland)
Performers Henry Montes (UK), Rahel Vonmoos (UK & Switzerland), Simone Litchfield
(Australia), Liz Roche (Ireland), Jenny Roche (Ireland & Australia),Grant McLay (Australia)
LIZ ROCHE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR & CHOREGRAPHER
Liz is Artistic Director of Dublin based Liz Roche Company,
formerly Rex Levitates. Previous work at the Abbey Theatre
includes Body and Forgetting (Liz Roche Company), Drum
Belly, King Lear, Alice in Funderland, The Government
Inspector, The Burial at Thebes, The Cherry Orchard and The
House of Barnarda Alba.
Liz Roche Company dance works have been performed
throughout Ireland and internationally, most notably at the
South Bank Centre London, the Baryshnikov Arts Centre,
Edinburgh Fringe Festival and Meet in Beijing Festival. Liz has
been commissioned by the National Ballet of China, Scottish
Dance Theatre, CoisCéim Dance Theatre, Dance Theatre of
Ireland, Croi Glan Integrated Dance and Arcane Collective. She
was choreographer in residence at the Irish World Academy of
Music and Dance from 2009 – 2012 at University of Limerick
and is a former recipient of the Peter Darrell Choreographic
Award and Bonnie Bird U.K. New Choreography Award.
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She has choreographed extensively for theatre and opera, notably for the Gate Theatre,
Landmark Productions, Opera Ireland, Rossini Opera Festival Pesaro, Wexford Festival Opera
and Opernhaus Zurich. As a dancer she has performed in the works of choreographers John
Jasperse, Jodi Melnick, Rosemary Butcher, Christine Gaigg, Hélène Cathala and Fabrice
Ramalingom, Dominique Bagouet, David Bolger, John Scott and Mary Nunan.
Jenny Roche (Australia/Ireland) is a dance artist who has worked as a contemporary
dancer since the early 1990s performing with a wide range of choreographers in Ireland and
internationally, including Michael Keegan-Dolan (Ire) – she is a founding member of Fabulous
Beast Dance Theatre, Janet Smith (UK), Rosemary Butcher (UK), Jodi Melnick (NYC), John
Jasperse (NYC), Yoshiko Chuma (NYC) and in work by Dominique Bagouet, re-staged by Les
Carnets Bagouet (France).

She co-founded Rex Levitates Dance Company (now Liz Roche Company) with her sister and
has performed widely with the company, most notably in the Meet in Beijing Festival, China,
in 2006 and the Baryshnikov Arts Centre, NYC, in 2011. In 2001, she completed her Master’s
degree in Dance Performance at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, at the
University of Limerick and in 2010 she received her doctoral award from Roehampton
University, London. She is currently a dance lecturer in the faculty of Creative Industries at
QUT.
Grant McLay (Australia) has danced with Expressions Dance Theatre and the Queensland
Ballet Company. After performing on London's West End in the musical ‘The Phantom of the
Opera’, a role he continued in Australia, he worked with Meryl Tankard’s Australian Dance
Theatre on their North America and European tour with the Balanescu Quartet. Returning to
Europe he worked with companies such as Scottish Dance Theatre, Opera Ireland, Carol
Brown Dances (UK), Maiden Voyage Dance Company (Belfast), Emilyn Claid (UK) and
extensively with Rex Levitates Dance Company (now Liz Roche Company) (Ireland). As well
as choreographing and teaching he has performed on television, in plays, opera and musicals.
Grant has completed a practice-based MA (Ireland) and is currently undertaking doctoral
studies at Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane).
Rahel Vonmoos (UK/Switzerland) is an independent dance maker, performer, teacher
and Body-Mind Centering (BMC) practitioner. She created work for theatre and gallery
settings, has performed with many choreographers in UK and Europe, and taught dance on
the international scene since 1999. Vonmoos’ own work has been performed in the UK,
Europe and the US. Since 2008 she is involved in film making and creating/editing her own
video projections and sound scores. A strong interest of Vonmoos lies in a collaborative work
setting. She has collaborated with, amongst others, Charlie Morrissey (Brighton), Wally
Cardona (NY), video artist Ruth Schlaepfer (Zurich), Company Pool (Zurich), Charles Linehan
(London) and Trisha Bauman (Paris). A light conversation, her collaboration with American
dancer/choreographer Wally Cardona, has toured in Europe and the US, between 2008 - 11,
and was seen in Dance Umbrella 2009. As performer Rahel has danced, amongst others, for
choreographers Rosemary Butcher, Charles Linehan, Philippe Gehmacher, Carol Brown,
Ricochet Dance Productions, Philippe Saire, Paula Lansley and Iztok Kovac (film on
improvisation for the production Codes for Cobra).
Simone Litchfield (Australia) began her dance career with Darc Swan Dance Company
(Sydney), working with choreographers including Chris Jannides, Patrick Harding-Irmer, Brett
Daffy, Lisa O'Neill and Gary Stewart. On scholarship she completed the post-graduate
Performance Course at London Contemporary Dance School. She worked with Coisceim Dance
Theatre (Ireland) for 6 years performing throughout the British Isles and at Jacob's Pillow
Festival, Massachusetts. In 2002, she was voted 'Female Dancer of the Year' (Ireland), by
Dance Europe Magazine. She worked with Russell Maliphant Dance Company (UK) and was a
founding member of Rex Levitates Dance Company (Ireland). She has presented several of
her own short works at choreographic platforms and in 2009, created 'Hoops with Strings' for
Moving Works @ Theatre Works. In Melbourne, she has worked with Russell Dumas, Luke
Hockley, Ru Atma and Strange Fruit. Simone has recently completed second year Solo
Residency for Mid-Career Performance Artists at VU.
Henry Montes (US/UK) is a freelance dance maker, performer and teacher. He has
performed for many independent choreographers and companies in New York and Europe
including Reinhild Hoffmann, Keely Garfield, Kirstie Simson, KJ Holmes, Gaby Agis, Charles
Linehan, Kate Brown, Rosemary Butcher, and Jonathan Burrows Group. Henry was a member
of Siobhan Davies Dance from 1999-2009. He presently performs internationally with
Susanne Linke (Berlin), Grisha Coleman (Phoenix) and Liz Roche (Dublin). He studies Yoga
and Argentine tango and is a registered Craniosacral Therapist and Alexander Technique
teacher.

WEBSITE: www.lizrochecompany.com
ADDRESS: Gateway House, 133A Capel Street, Dublin 1
EMAIL: moyra@lizrochecompany.com
TEL: +353 18044736
LINKS TO PERFORMANCES ONLINE: vimeo https://vimeo.com/139209188
PRODUCER: Catherine Nunes | Company Manager: Moyra D'Arcy
In Brief: Liz Roche Company is one of Ireland’s leading contemporary dance companies.
Based in Dublin and led by Choreographer and Artistic Director Liz Roche, the company
produces a diverse programme of innovative dance productions and activities.
Aside from our performance and touring programme which has seen us perform throughout
Ireland and in the UK, France, USA and China, we also have an Associate Dance Artist in
performer Katherine O'Malley and we annually run the Tenderfoot Project which gives young
dancers an opportunity to work closely with the company while in creation.
"Roche's choreography is delicately woven but it's
threads possess an elusive tensile strength.
Entrancing." Donald Hutera – The Times
“Liz Roche is an artist with a serious track record..."
Judith Mackrell, The Guardian
“Liz Roche has been an integral part of Ireland's
dance community for many years but her
choreography has never settled into a groove.. she is
a restless artist, continually pushing herself into new
places.. her work communicates at a very private
level." Ballet Tanz International
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Based in Dublin, Liz Roche Company, formerly known as Rex Levitates, produces a diverse
range of innovative dance activities yearly from theatre based or site specific performances
and touring. Supported by the Arts Council and also by Culture Ireland, the company has
performed at the Baryshnikov Arts Centre and Judson Memorial Church, New York with
Movement Research, The South Bank Centre London, LEAP Festival Liverpool, DanceBase for
the Edinburgh Fringe and The Irish Arts Festival Beijing. In previous years the company has
also performed in Germany, France, Cyprus, China and the UK and most recently toured to
Brisbane Powerhouse and Dance Bites Festival Sydney, Australia.
The company was co founded in 1999 by sisters Liz Roche and Jenny Roche and is under the

artistic direction of choreographer Liz Roche. An artistically ambitious and resourceful arts
organization, we deliver our program with consistency, originality and an attention to detail
and this has led to our steady expansion since 1999.
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“Superb, haunting and addictive…Roche’s Choreographic style carries a certain weight to it,
as though dancers are dancing on a planet with a stronger gravity and a denser
atmosphere…” Christine Madden, Irish Times
The company is known for its own particular brand of contemporary dance that has been
created through an on-going working relationship between Liz Roche and a core group of
exceptional dancers and artistic collaborators. Most notable collaborations include Catalyst,
which was created in 2004 for the National Ballet of China during a six-week company
residency in Beijing, part of the China Ireland Cultural Exchange. And in 2008 Liz collaborated
with Micheal O’Suilleabhain on a dance film Unsung for RTE’s Dance On The Box and went on
to produce and choreograph the live version Unsung that included sean nos singer Iarla
O’Lionaird who performed with the company alongside musicians Kenneth Edge and Kate
Ellis. Unsung was performed at Eigse Carlow Arts Festival, Kilkenny Arts Festival and the
Edinburgh Fringe.
“It was full of graceful instinct as the dances literally seemed to lose themselves in their own
and each other’s shape and gesture…” Irish Theatre Magazine
The formation of Liz Roche Company’s artistic director Liz Roche has taken place through a
wide range of intensive performance, rehearsal, workshop, training and research experiences.
As well as co-founding and working extensively with a selection of prominent Irish companies,
Liz has traveled throughout Europe, America and Asia to work and train with eminent

choreographers and dancers, dance pioneers, practitioners; furthering her understanding of
dance and the body through many different complimentary practices. This mix of formative
experiences and influences has contributed to the development and expression of a unique Liz
Roche Company movement language and ethos. This recognizable Liz Roche performance
style and our exciting repertoire of works has attracted a loyal audience, considerable interest
from the up-coming generation of dancers, a trust in the work from programming venues and
support from funding agencies and dance establishments.
“5 stars…elegantly crafted choreography that’s confident in its understatement…will
undoubtedly reward repeated viewings.” Irish Times
To further support our artistic program, we have developed relationships with partner
organizations and co-producers, most notably: Dublin Dance Festival, The Abbey Theatre,
Kilkenny Arts Festival, Project Arts Centre, Dance Web Europe, The National Gallery of
Ireland, Maiden Voyage Dance Northern Ireland, Dance Ireland, the China Ireland Cultural
Exchange.
FORMER RESIDENCIES:
• Devir Capa, Portugal, Modul Dance Artist, EU Culture Programme
• Beijing, China where the company worked with The National Ballet of China
• Centre Culturel Irlandais in Paris
• Le Centre National De La Danse, Paris
• Atelier De Danse Carolyn Carlson, Paris
• Movement Research New York with Jodi Melnick and Juliette Mapp
LIZ ROCHE COMPANY LINKS
Website – http://www.lizrochecompany.com
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/lizrochecompany
Vimeo - http://vimeo.com/lizrochecompany
You Tube - http://www.youtube.com/user/Lizrochecompany
Twitter - https://twitter.com/LizRocheCompany
Sky Arts Interview with Liz Roche – vimeo.com/49699085
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Dublin Dance Festival 2016 dancing the digital landscape by Chris O Rourke
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Opposites make for compelling contrasts in two multi-disciplinary, new productions from Liz Roche
Company. One sees a single, understated performer successfully engage with a series of projections which
cleverly inform her short, twenty minute performance. The other sees a group of six dancers, whose hour
long, high octane performance is undermined by its attempts to engage with a variety of visual media. If the
strengths of this yin yang, double bill ultimately outweigh the problems, it’s perhaps because a number of
those problems weren't helped by the imposed limitations of the venue, whose sense of intimacy couldn’t
compensate for poor sightlines.
“Bias” sees Liz Roche Company’s associate artist, Katherine O’Malley, collaborating with composer Daragh
Dukes and film maker Mark Linnane, to explore the theme of prejudice, of repeated patterns of unconscious
behaviour made in split second decisions. O’Malley interacts and respond to a series of three short movies
by Linnane, projected onto walls around the space. Including one projected into a recessed space completely
obscured to a significant number of the audience. Sightlines were problematic throughout, with pillars
partially obstructing views at all times. Struggling against this, Linnane’s movies show O’Malley in a
number of spaces including the coast, a forest and a pier, performing circular patterns of repeated
movements that establish a series of physical motifs. When O’Malley physically enters the space things
become much more interesting. For a moment it all looks like a sort of low tech mirroring exercise, but
O’Malley’s superbly timed interactions force the eye to engage with the images that haunt the periphery of
vision, which encumbered sightlines didn’t help. A hypnotic repetition of movement patterns evolves, subtle
and understated, but extremely compelling none the less, and the whole casts a spell and a stillness that
ultimately captivates.
In contrast, “Time Over Distance Over Time” announces itself with a wild, yet controlled exuberance.
Choreographed by Liz Roche in collaboration with performers Grant McLay, Jenny Roche, Simone
Litchfield, Henry Montes, Rahel Vonmoos and Kevin Coquelard, “Time Over Distance Over Time” is a
thoughtful, intimate and deeply moving exploration of the physical and emotional distance experienced by
those living on opposite ends of the planet, where Facetime and Skype are poor substitutes to the real, living
presence. Filled with hope, pain, longing and memory, “Time Over Distance Over Time” begins with a
whirlwind as six dancers, groping through closed eyes, grasp and release each other in a demented circle
where the pull and push tells of the dread of letting go and returning. Split second timing, flawlessly
executed, informs this wonderful sequence imbued with a wild, relentless energy. But after its breath taking
opening, “Time Over Distance Over Time” transitions slowly into a sort of multimedia installation and the
energy and pace slacken considerably as dance takes a back seat. Dancers slowly begin to build a kind of
angular sculpture from wood or cardboard panels, again obscured by pillars for much of the audience, which,
if unsuccessful during this segment, serves as an apt, if somewhat obvious metaphor at the end. A sequence
involving a camera and projected images follows which, while engaging enough, particularly the sequence
where performers fade from the screen, isn’t all it might have been. There's a real sense of an opportunity
missed and, again, trouble with sightlines. But if, like the absent other on the end of a Skype call, the
projection isn’t as good as the real thing, the collaboration between dance and text is exquisite. “I'm trying to
get rid of you,” one dancer cries, and text and movement prove far more powerful as memories are relived,
moments revisited and the body reigns supreme, as when a couple meet, embrace and let go over and over
and over.
Both “Bias” and “Time Over Distance Over Time” are to be commended for exploring collaborative, multidisciplinary possibilities. If “Bias” managed to integrate its collaborations well, with “Time Over Distance
Over Time” they just didn't live up to the quality of the dance, failing to make a powerful or interesting
enough contribution to what was already an astonishing piece. For “Time Over Distance Over Time” shows
moments of pure genius, reminding us of Roche's unique talent for crafting powerful, resonant
performances.

